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The market of the SGR
Every Thursday morning
Exhibition and sale of typical products at Km 0 in the SGR square
Market and sale of agricultural products of the territory at Km 0, promoted by the SGR Group and created in
collaboration with CIA and Coldiretti.
Consumers who are increasingly attentive to health and well-being are offered the opportunity to do a healthy
shopping without having to travel great distances, with the opportunity to buy fresh, genuine and organic local
products at KM 0.
Località: Rimini, piazzale SGR, via Chiabrera 34/b
Telefono: +39 0541 303241 (SGR)
Orario: From 7.30am to 1.30pm
Walk on the beach
Every Wednesday evening and Saturday morning
Walk on the beach
A weekly sports activity program for all those who want to keep fit in their free time and want to do it in company.
Every Wednesday evening the training is led for an hour by the personal trainer Elen Souza.
You can experience the beach as an open-air gym in a healthy and balanced way between body and mind.
Località: Bagno 26, Lungomare Claudio Tintori, 30/A Rimini Marina Centro
Telefono: +39 348 0981594
E-mail: info@elensouza.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/elensouzapersonaltrainer/
Orario: From May to September: Wednesday at 7.15 pm and Saturday at 8 am, From October to April:
Wednesday at 6.30 pm
Marecchia parkrun
every Saturday
Timed foot race every Saturday morning
Parkrun organizes timed races of 5 km all around the world, a sport event which is open to everyone.
The run in Rimini is at the Marecchia Park every Saturday morning. Just register on the official website of parkrun
and bring with you a printout of the bar code at every race to get the chronometric detection time. The
participation is free.
The parkrun is entirely organized by volunteers and a refreshment point will be available to runners with coffee,
soft drinks and snacks.
A run together in a green space is fun and it is accessible to all, from beginners to more experienced runners.
Località: viale Tiberio, entrance to Parco Marecchia - Rimini Borgo San Giuliano
E-mail: marecchiaoffice@parkrun.com
Sito: www.parkrun.it/marecchia/
Orario: meeting at 8.45 am at the entrance to the Parco in viale Tiberio (next to the Tiberius Bridge)
The hotel of dreams
all year long
Museum itinerary at the Grand Hotel in Rimini
'The hotel of dreams' is born, a museum itinerary that opens the doors of the Grand Hotel of Rmini to discover the
places and stories of a national monument since 1994 and known throughout the world , thanks to Federico
Fellini.
Nine workstations positioned in the hotel's iconic places; the garden,the facade,the hall and the Tonino Guerra
room where stories are told through texts, photographs and short videos.
After an important restoration of the facade and external walls,the Grand Hotel reopens on February 18, 2022 to
present itself with renewed splendor in the new year.
Località: Grand Hotel, piazzale Fellini, 1
Telefono: +39 0541 56000
E-mail: info@grandhotelrimini.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/GrandHotelRimini5L/?ref=page_internal
Orario: Free, by appointment
Farmers market
Every Friday
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Market of agricultural producers which takes place weekly every Friday in the area next to the Tiberio car park.
Here you can buy vegetables, fruit, organic products, cheeses, meats, oil, wine, honey and jams from agricultural
producers in the province of Rimini and neighboring municipalities.
The market is organized by CIA (Italian Farmers Confederation) and Coldiretti.
Località: Parcheggio Tiberio, via Tiberio - Rimini Borgo San Giuliano
E-mail: rimini@coldiretti.it
Sito: www.rimini.coldiretti.it
Orario: From 7.00am to 1.00pm
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